'Psychiatrization' of law and society would not advance the cause of our profession nor serve public interest and order. No more benefit would accrue to the psychiatrist from judicial and legislative functions than to the patient from his increased subjection to his doctor. The separation of powers between psychiatry and the law is dictated by the very predicament to which their collusion would expose the freedom and rights of mankind.
Irreducible, but not incompatible nor basically opposed, are these differences. Psychological normality does not exclude but comprehends ethical standards; one who rules himself will not challenge just laws. In fact, the humanization of man from birth to adulthood is fostered by the process of socialization.
Both the psychiatric and legal avocations share the same object and the same purpose. They are committed to oeople who seek help because of their disturbed relationships with their fellow men, and who feel that without expert assistance they cannot protect their most precious values. They aim at restoring the fullness of man's freedom and enjoyment of his rights by the removal of the inner and external fetters which deprive him of his free will. J.B.B.
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